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Digital Technologies – Project-Based Learning – Tinkering – Student-centred 

Making apps is fun and allows you to link the Digital Technologies curriculum to young peoples’ lives in an 

authentic way. Many Secondary school students have their own smartphone and/or a tablet, such as an iPad. Most 

students already have prior knowledge of and regularly use apps, social networking sites and search on the web. 

Yet, they do not necessarily have experience or knowledge in how to create using digital technologies. Learning 

how to create digitally requires a range of skills, such as creativity, design, risk taking, testing, determination to 

succeed, and reflection. I believe these skills can be adopted by students more readily when using a project-based 

learning approach that includes group work, student-choice/voice, sustained inquiry, authentic meaning 

to the student, integrated application of learning, feedback and reflection loops, challenging problems, 

and the creation of a public product. Creating an app in Thunkable allows student groups to experience 

designing, developing and testing using a drag-drop programming feature. The advantage to using Thunkable is 

the easy live testing that engages the programmer by giving them instant feedback on what they have created.  

 

In my previous IT industry work experience and in teaching ICT and Digital Technologies subjects (Secondary Year 

7-12 and Tertiary level in the past), I know that the software development process (like a design cycle) is relatively easier 

when quality time is spent understanding what is required at the beginning (define & analyse stages) and then 

designing it as fully as possible. Most students will want to jump right into coding their app (or website, database, 

animation, game, etc.) before having a good understanding of what their app’s purpose is and how it should look and 

function. This is where the teacher can facilitate the progress of students’ work by aligning some/all (depending on 

time) of the Digital Technologies curriculum that particularly focuses on the system/software development life 

cycle (stages/phases are commonly, but may differ slightly, referred to as: define, analyse, design, develop, test, evaluate). This is 

particularly important for teachers to plan for when teaching younger students with little digital creation 

experience.  

 

Students often enjoy sketching their app wireframes and creating digital or drawn mind-maps of the information 

that they discover via their teams’ research efforts (web inquiry). These two tasks align directly to the Digital 

Technologies: Processes and Production Skills (Year 7-8): 
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 Define and decompose real-world problems taking into account functional requirements and economic, 

environmental, social, technical and usability constraints (ACTDIP027) 

 Design the user experience of a digital system, generating, evaluating and communicating alternative 

designs (ACTDIP028). 

Example of a Year 7 team's brainstorm (after online research) of the issue they chose to investigate 

 

Example of a Year 7 team's wireframe design sketches with annotations and teacher’s draft feedback (green writing) 

 

One of the best ways to help students prepare to create an app is to first allow them to tinker in Thunkable. 

Tinkering is where learning happens; it is trial and error, debugging, trying new things, and playing! Too often 

students are told what to do and how to do it. Some students will excel with the feeling of freedom in a class that 

embraces tinkering, while other students may be unsure, falter, and hesitate because they are not used to this type 

of freedom in learning, unfortunately. It is the latter type of student that teachers will need to spend more time 

encouraging. Allowing your students to walk around the computer room to view and discuss peer creations during 

the tinkering process is highly recommended; when students share their understanding, celebrate peer successes, 

and help each other out, not only will your students create better apps but they will learn important 

communication skills too. This approach also takes the burden off the teacher as the “all knowing” and transfers 

the power of learning to the students. Therefore, it is not necessary for the teacher to be an expert in how to use 

Thunkable, but they do need to be willing to promote and facilitate a democratic, student-centred classroom 

environment, even if this feels like less time is spent directly on “work” towards the prescribed curriculum. 
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Thunkable HOW-TO: The basics 

 To use Thunkable effectively it is best to program your projects on a computer. It will open on any digital 

device but it will be cumbersome to use on a small tablet and very difficult or impossible on a phone. 

 Use the cross-platform version so that you can test and download on any device (android or Apple).  

 You MUST have a GMAIL email.  

o This can sometimes be an issue with younger students. Parents (and students) agree to this once they 

understand that the account is NOT used for email but only needed to allow for Thunkable login and 

testing on their device. It is the Gmail account that allows the connection between programming the 

app on the web and then viewing/testing it on your device (phone, iPad, etc.).  

o TIP: this is another good reason to use the group work approach; if one student cannot get a Gmail 

account then usually her team-mates have access and so they share the coding responsibilities in class.  

 Download the Thunkable app on your device. Log in with the SAME Gmail account. It won’t show 

anything when you open it the first time (students will often panic about this!), unless you have Live Tested one of 

your project apps on the web. 

 

To start making your first app click on the Create New App button on the Thunkable screen. You will notice 

that you can also view, copy and edit apps that are accessible in the Top Community Projects and Public 

Gallery tabs. I have gained a lot of app programming ideas and tips from some of the public apps, especially the 

apps that are promoted by Thunkable in their monthly emails to account members. 

 

 

When your new project opens it will show 4 main columns on the screen. The 3-columns on the right relate to 

your app project. Notice the Design tab and the Blocks (drag-drop coding) tab. The right column is where you 

change the properties of the screen or any other component in your app (buttons, labels, a database, etc.).  The left 
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column includes tutorials which give you a basic understanding of some of the features in Thunkable. Students 

often get “hooked” once they complete the very first tutorial.  

 

So, let’s start programming!  Complete Tutorial 1 and test it on your phone.  

To test your app:  

1. Click on the Live Test button on the top of your Thunkable screen on your computer (on the web).  

2. Open the Thunkable app on your phone and it should automatically open your current app project. Or 

you may need to click on the name of your app displayed in the Thunkable app. 

Debugging failure to test issues: these are rare in my experience. However when this happens with 

students it is usually because: 

 The student hasn’t waited long enough between clicking on the Live Test button and opening the 

Thunkable app on their phone. 

 The student forgot to click on Live Test (it is not magic!) 

 The app project you are trying to Live Test has no visual components or design that would be visible, 

so it appears the app is not working.  

 Occasionally, a student’s connection at school does not work but they have no issue once they use 

their own data or if they test at home. This has only occurred in my experience occasionally and in 

this case I did the following: 

o Tell the student to test their app work at home 

o Also, I would get the student to click on the Share button, Generate a Link and copy/paste it 

into an email to me. Then I could click on the link, get a copy of their project and let them 

test their app on my device. 

https://elketeaches.wordpress.com/ieducate
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Creating the Splendid Snakes QUIZ 

APP walk-through video: https://youtu.be/8uR5Rx9JaBQ 
 

 How to create a quiz with multiple questions using a simple 
table in a Local Database and reusing one screen.  

 Tracking the user’s score and the quiz question using variables.  

 Reusing code by creating and calling functions; this makes 
your app code easier to read and update. 

 If/else condition statements 

 Making components visible and disabling buttons 
 

 

PART A: Screen Design 
(Go to PART B for iEducate workshop – due to time constraints we will focus mainly on the programming) 

1. Get a copy of the START_SplendidSnakes Thunkable project: 

https://x.thunkable.com/copy/b9d3b25226ccdb85ec23bc8efdfa0c3f 

2. Click on the Make Copy link. Then click on the thunkable icon (top-left) to return to your project menu. 

 

3. Rename your project app to MySplendidSnakes. Open your project. 

Feedback Screen – Adding your email 
4. You now have your own copy of the project above. First, you need to change the email on the Feedback 

screen so that when you give feedback it will be sent to your email.  

a. Click on Feedback screen 

b. Click on the Blocks tab to open the code 

c. This code is triggered when the “Send Feedback via Email” button (btnEmail) is pressed. Click on 

my email, delete it and type in your email.  

 

5. Let’s see how this app works at the moment. Click on Live Test button at the top of your Thunkable screen. 

Open the Thunkable app on your device and test this app.  

a. Home screen – simple layout with a static image (logo) and 3 buttons. View the Blocks tab to see 

how to code the buttons to open the related screens. 

b. Facts screen – simple layout with a heading (label) and a Web Viewer which allows you to show 

website content within your app 

c. Quiz screen – this is empty. This is the screen you will reuse to create a simple interactive quiz. 

https://elketeaches.wordpress.com/ieducate
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d. Feedback screen – this has 3 rows; top row is text (label), middle row includes a Text_Input, and 

3rd row includes a simple button. The code for the button is shown in the image above. Notice that 

the Share component is used to send an email with 3 parts: your email, a Subject line & the email 

message is the text taken from the Text_Input component. 

6. Open the Design View of the Quiz screen and do the following: 

 

1. Add 5 rows to the screen.  

You can drag-drop them on the 

screen but that may result in rows 

within rows. So, it is BEST practice 

to drag the rows under the Quiz 

screen under the Design tab (just 

like adding files within a folder in File 

Explorer) 

 

Don’t worry if your row numbers 

are different than the image to the 

left. Row numbers are 

automatically incremented as you 

use them. 

 

2. Add 3 columns in the bottom 

row. Again, it’s best to do this by 

dragging the columns onto the 

Row under the Design tab. 

 

 

Add a Label for the Quiz 
question 

3. Add a Label in the 1st (top) Row 
and name it lblQuestion.  

 

Adding Buttons for the 
3 possible Quiz answers 

4. Add a Button in the 2nd Row and 
name it btnA 

5. Add a Button in the 3rd Row and 
name it btnB 

6. Add a Button in the 4th Row and 
name it btnC 

 
TIP: name your labels and buttons so 
that it is easier to identify them in your 
code 
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Adding Labels in the 3 columns 
7. Add a Label in the 1st column 

(bottom row) and name it 
lblComment 
 

8. Add a label in the 2nd column  
(I don’t rename this label because I don’t 
plan to change its text value) 
 

9. Add a Label in the 3rd column and 
name it lblScore 

 

 
 

Set the properties of the Quiz 
screen labels and buttons: 

 
10. lblQuestion 

 Text = null (empty) 
 
11. lblScore 

 Text = null (empty) 

 Font Size = 20 

 Colour = Red 

 Font Weight = Bold 

 Visible = False 
 
12. lblComment  

 Text = null (empty) 

 Colour = Dark Green 

 Visible = False 
 
13. Buttons: 

btnA, btnB and btnC 

 Text = null (empty) 

 Text Colour = Dark Blue 

 Background Colour = Light Blue 

 Border: width = 2 

 colour = Dark Blue 

 style = dashed 

 border radius = 20 
 

  

https://elketeaches.wordpress.com/ieducate
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Creating the Splendid Snakes QUIZ 

APP walk-through video: https://youtu.be/8uR5Rx9JaBQ 

 

 How to create a quiz with multiple questions using a simple 

table in a Local Database and reusing one screen.  

 Tracking the user’s score and the quiz question using variables.  

 Reusing code by creating and calling functions; this makes 

your app code easier to read and update. 

 If/else condition statements 

 Making components visible and disabling buttons 

 

 

PART B: Programming the Quiz Screen 

iEducate workshop START HERE  

SKIP to STEP 6 if you completed PART A above 

1. Get a copy of the QuizDesign_SplendidSnakes Thunkable project:  

https://x.thunkable.com/copy/7a0804449486ff6e1acab58512c7854a 

2. Click on the Make Copy link. Then click on the thunkable icon (top-left) to return to your project menu. 

 

3. Rename your project app to MySplendidSnakes. Open your project. 

4. You now have your own copy of the project above. First, you need to change the email on the Feedback 

screen so that when you give feedback it will be sent to your email.  

a. Click on Feedback screen 

b. Click on the Blocks tab to open the code 

c. This code is triggered when the “Send Feedback via Email” button (btnEmail) is pressed. Click on 

my email, delete it and type in your email.  

 

5. Live Test your app to check out the 4 screens: 

a. Home screen – simple layout with a static image (logo) and 3 buttons. View the Blocks tab to see 

how to code the buttons to open the related screens. 

b. Facts screen – simple layout with a heading (label) and a Web Viewer which allows you to show 

website content within your app 

https://elketeaches.wordpress.com/ieducate
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c. Quiz screen – follow PART A above to learn how to design this screen. You will reuse this screen 

for the quiz questions. 

d. Feedback screen – this has 3 rows; top row is text (label), middle row includes a Text_Input, and 

3rd row includes a simple button. The code for the button is shown in the image above. Notice that 

the Share component is used to send an email with 3 parts: your email, a Subject line & the email 

message is the text taken from the Text_Input component. 

6. Open the Blocks Tab view of the Quiz screen. It is blank; no code has been added yet. This is where you’ll 

drag-drop code to make your quiz screen work. 

7. Go back to the Design Tab view. Drag a Local DB component and drop it on the app screen. It doesn’t 

matter where you drop it on the screen because it won’t show up anyway. You will see Local_DB1 at the 

bottom of the Thunkable Design screen along with the Share1 component.  

8. Click on the “Click to edit data table” link under the Local_DB1 properties tab (on the right-side of the screen).  

 

 

  

Need more information about a local database in Thunkable?  Check out the following link: 

https://docs.thunkable.com/local-db 

1 - The Local_DB1 

component in the 

Design tab is selected & 

you will see it at the 

bottom of the Design 

screen 

2 - Click on this 

link to see the 

database table 

and it will open 

this default 

table.  

3 – Delete 

column1 and 

column2 and 

the data in the 

rows.  

4 – Add New 

Columns and 

name them: 

question, A, B, 

C, answer  

5 – Type the 

data as shown 

for the 3 records 

(rows) exactly as 

shown   

https://elketeaches.wordpress.com/ieducate
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VARIABLES 

Creating, initializing, assigning values to, and using variables is a fundamental feature of all programming 

languages. Thunkable has 3 types of variables: app, stored and cloud.  

 

Thunkable documentation: 

https://docs.thunkable.com/variables 

 

NOTE: I discuss, and give real-life 

examples, of these 3 variables in my 

Splendid Snakes app walkthrough 

video … and I managed to include 

Pokémon GO in my explanation!  

https://youtu.be/8uR5Rx9JaBQ  

 
 

 

9. Click on the Blocks tab to open the code area for the Quiz screen. Click on the Variables section. Drag the 

initialize block onto the code screen. By default it is set as an app type variable. That’s what we want but you 

should click on the small triangle to see that you could choose to change it to stored or cloud. You should 

ALWAYS give your variable a good name that makes sense to its purpose – this helps you code effectively 

and also makes the app easier to debug and maintain later on (when you forget the variable’s purpose or when 

another person takes over the app development – this happens in real-life IT industry, so it’s a good habit to 

start now).  

a. You need to create a variable named score to hold the user’s quiz score. Set this to 0 (zero). 

 

b. You also need to create a questionCount variable to track what question the user is on – based on 

the record/row from the Local_DB table. Set this to 1 (because the first record in your table is 1). 

 

FUNCTIONS 
10. Drag-drop the Quiz-Opens event. Find this by clicking on Quiz in the Code tab by scrolling down.  

 

11. Go to the Functions section and drag-drop the first code block to create a function. Name the function 

newQuestionLoad – your program will call this 3 times for each record/row in your table. 

 

https://elketeaches.wordpress.com/ieducate
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12. Go to the Function section and drag the newQuestionLoad function block into the Quiz-Opens event.  

So what is happening here?  When the screen opens the first thing it will do is call (go to) the 

newQuestionLoad function. 

  

13. In the newQuestionLoad function you will set the Question and the possible Answers into your screen 

Label and Buttons. Copy the code below. The easiest way to read this code is from right to left.  

Get the value in the local database where the cell’s column name is “question” and the row number is the 

questionCount value (initialised at 1, so it will start at the 1st row), then set the Label’s text (lblQuestion) to display the 

value retrieved from the database. Therefore, the first value it will retrieve is “What do snakes eat?” Then it will do 

a similar action and gets the cell value where the column is “A” and the questionCount (or record) is still 1 (at this 

point). The code continues to get the cell value of “B” and “C” from the same record/row.  

The value of questionCount does not change until YOU add 1 to it (increment) in your code.   

 

 

 
14. Live Test your app.  

What is the difference between what you expect to happen and what is actually happening in 

your app?  Testing is very important; asking and answering these questions in a whole-class situation is a 

great way to role-model the purpose of testing. 

 What’s happening?   

 What do you expect to happen at this point? 

 Does the first question and answers show up in the right place on the screen (on the Label and 

Buttons)?  

 Do the other questions and answers show up? Why not?  

 Does the score or comment show up yet? Why not? 

 Nothing happens when you click on the buttons. Why?  Computer programming is not magic! 

YOU have to code the buttons to react and do what you want; YOU are in charge! 

 

This last block of code hides the text in lblComment. When the 

user is reading the 2nd question, you don’t want the comment from 

the 1st question result still showing on the screen. Best way to 

understand this is to remove this code when your quiz screen 

works and see what happens. It won’t break your app program but 

it doesn’t look good and it may confuse your app user. 

https://elketeaches.wordpress.com/ieducate
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Button EVENTS  

TIP: only code for btnA and then duplicate for btnB & btnC 

15. Go to btnA in the Code tab component view and drag-drop btnA’s Click event on to the screen. 

 

16. Drag-drop the If-do block from the Control section into the btnA-Click event. This allows you to program 

a query based on a condition. 

 

 

17. Add the code shown here into your If-do block. Each part of the code is explained below this image: 

 

a. To include an else, you will have to click on the icon next to the if and then drag the else to the 

right-side.  

b. The IF statement checks whether the user chose the correct answer for the question. It requires a 

condition statement to see whether what’s on the left side is equal (or the same) as on the right 

side. This will result in either True or False.  This is found in the Logic section: 

 

https://elketeaches.wordpress.com/ieducate
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On the left-side you will Get the value of the cell in the “answer” column from the database table, 

and you will check whether the answer is A (because the user selected A – and that’s why we’re in the btnA 

event).  

 

c. If the answer from the table record is “A”, then the If statement condition is TRUE (“Correct”).  

 

i. When the result is TRUE, you add the related code to the do section of the If-Else 

statement. Notice that the code includes Setting the lblComment Label to “CORRECT!” 

and it also adds 1 to the score. 

ii. When the result is FALSE, you add code to the else section. You don’t add to the score 

because the user got the answer wrong. Set the lblComment text to “WRONG!”  

d. Here is the final btnA-Click event code. The disableButtons and afterButtonClick functions are 

explained created in step 19 and 21 below. 

 

18. Right-click and Duplicate the btnA-Click event code twice (2 times).  

a. Use the arrow in the Click event to change it to btnB and btnC. 

b. In the btnB-Click event change the IF condition check to “B” 

c. In the btnC-Click event change the If condition check to “C” 

 

https://elketeaches.wordpress.com/ieducate
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19. Create the following 2 functions to disable and enable the buttons. Enabling and disabling buttons is 

something that you would add after testing your app screen a few times – your quiz will still function without 

this but you don’t want the user to be able to click on a button more than once for each question.  

 

 

20. Create afterButtonClick function. This function is called at the end of the Click event for each button (refer 

to the code images at the bottom of the previous page).  This is generally the sequence of how I would expect 

students (or beginner programmers) to code this section. NOTE: it has an issue but that’s a really cool 

learning experience and good for learning how to help students debug a common issue with the use of 

database tables. That’s why it’s important that you don’t skip this step or the next Live Test step. 

 

 

21. Live Test your app. 

What is happening? 

 At this point your live testing should show that your quiz questions are changing correctly. Your 

quiz should also be showing an increased +1 score when you choose the correct answer and the 

comment should be visible at the bottom-left of the screen.   

 But once you get through the 3 questions (3 rows/records in the database table) you will get “null” 

text in question label and the buttons. This is because the questionCount variable is set at 4 but 

there is no record 4; record 4 does not exist!   

 

This is an AWESOME error!  All programming errors are beautiful learning experiences, they are NEVER 

mistakes. This makes the programmer THINK about what is happening, what should happen, and WHY this 

is happening. Programming is all about problem solving.   
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22. Now let’s add an if/else in the afterButtonClick function so we don’t get the “null” issue (see previous steps). 

 

1. This function is called at the end after the user 
selects an answer by clicking on a button.  

2. Then this afterButtonClick function is called 
and it makes the lblComment and lblScore 
visible. The lblScore text is set with the value 
of the score variable.  

3. The program pauses for 3 seconds so the user 
has time to read the comment and score value. 

4. Then the IF statement checks whether the 
questionCount variable value is equal to the 
total number of rows in the table (= 3).  

a. If it is TRUE, then text is set to the 
lblQuestion label. 

b. If it’s FALSE, then the buttons are enabled, 
the questionCount variable is increased by 
1 (to get to the next row/record), and the 
newQuestionLoad function is called. 

Why do we create functions? This helps us call code multiple times without having to type it out 

(copy/paste) it over and over. Functions allow you to reuse code. Reusability is important in computer 

programming; it helps programmers manage their code, it reduces the size of applications, and it improves the 

sustainability of the program over time.  

 

Here are alternative code blocks for the Button checks. Thank you to a workshop attendee for sending this to me. 

It’s a good example of different ways to approach coding. This example uses a function that takes an argument, 

named ‘choice’, and the resulting code is efficient. However, be aware that this would require students to 

understand that functions can take arguments. Notice that in the button Click events the checkAnswer( ) function 

is called and it sends it an argument (either A, B or C depending on the button chosen). 

 

To create this type of function requires that you do this: You could add multiple arguments (inputs). 
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Final QUIZ screen code – variables, creating functions, calling functions, conditions (if/else), updating visual components, using a database 

 

A copy of the final app project: https://x.thunkable.com/copy/dfb987a5b81eb083cd306bf28c1bcc39 
 
To share your app projects with other Thunkable users, you must click on Share and copy/paste the Generated link. This is how I get students to submit 
their app project drafts and final submissions.  
 
You can also download your app onto your device by selecting Download link at the top of the Thunkable screen. 

https://docs.thunkable.com/download#download-and-install-android-app 
 
For the iOS download you will receive an email with a link. Click on the link and it will download the app onto your Apple device. NOTE: you will need to 
Trust “Rappidly Inc” under the Device Management option within Settings – General on your Apple device. 
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